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A Virginia Law So Outdated,
It Harms the Group
It’s Meant to Protect
by James Abrenio

Recently, the Maryland Court of Appeals affirmed the conviction of a
juvenile who was found to have violated Maryland's child pornography
laws by taking a video of herself and texting it to friends. The single
dissenting judge in that case pointed out that child pornography
laws were meant to prevent the exploitation of children, which did
not happen here. However, the Court majority found no exception to
Maryland's child pornography laws even for cases like this.
Of course, how you educate your child about the "birds and the bees" is a
very personal and intimate choice for you and your family. Unfortunately, to
not properly educate them about Virginia's child pornography laws can leave
your child at risk of truly devastating consequences under our criminal
justice system.
Why Don't They Just Change the Law to Account For Kids?
Honestly, I have no idea. Why this has not been dealt with, to me, is legislative
—continued on page 3

FREE INSTANT DOWNLOAD

FIVE DEADLY
SINS THAT CAN
WRECK YOUR
INJURY CLAIM

Discover
the secrets
insurance
companies
don’t want
you to know.
Get Ben's
book The
Ultimate
Guide to
Accident Cases in Virginia:
Five Deadly Sins That can
Wreck Your Injury Claim.
Go to VirginiaAccidentBook.com
to get your free download
now or call 703.544.7876 to
have a copy mailed to you.
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Fresh Episodes of The LiveLifeBig Podcast!

BGL’s Best Bites:

Susie’s
Zucchini Bread

to marijuana legalization to criminal
justice reform.
If you’ve never voted in a
Commonwealth’s Attorney race, you’re
missing out on one of the most important
elections in Virginia. Folks who sit in
these seats have tremendous power over
how justice is applied in our region. Don’t
forget to vote November 5th!

Ingredients:
• 3 eggs
• 1 c. granulated sugar
• 1 c. brown sugar (light or
dark)

Special Traumatic Brain Injury
Miniseries with James Abrenio

• 1 c. vegetable oil

Injury cases involving traumatic
brain injury (TBI) can be costly and
complicated. This miniseries covers
everything you need to know about
serious brain injury cases and how they
are handled in the Virginia court system.
The series covers:

• 1 T. vanilla extract

• 2 cups grated raw zucchini

• 3 c. all- purpose flour
• 1 t. salt
• 1 t. baking soda
• ¼ t. double acting baking
powder
• 3 t. ground cinnamon
• 1 c. coarsely chopped
walnuts or chocolate chips

1 What makes a brain injury case different

from other injury cases?
2 What is the typical treatment we see that

has the best outcomes in litigation and
for recovery?
3 What you should expect if you pursue a

brain injury case?
4 What you should expect from insurance

companies and defense attorneys?
5 What kind of financial recovery should

you expect?
6 How does insurance work in brain

injury cases?

If you have ever wondered how these
cases work or what they are worth, you
don’t want to miss this special miniseries.
All episodes are available on Apple Podcasts,
Spotify, and on the BenGlassLaw Youtube
channel. Just search for “LiveLifeBig
Podcast,” or visit LiveLifeBig.org! Let us
know what you think!

Directions:
1 Preheat oven to 350. Grease two 9 x 5 x 3 loaf pans. (I use Pam
for Baking)
2 Beat the eggs until light and foamy (about 2 minutes).
3 Add the sugar, oil, zucchini and vanilla and mix lightly. Combine
flour, salt, baking soda, baking powder and cinnamon and
add to the egg-zucchini mixture. Stir until all flour mixture is
incorporated, add nuts or chocolate chips. Pour into loaf pans
and bake for 1 hour. Cool on rack.
Hint: Tired of some sweet breads not baking all the way
through in the center of the loaf? Try a pan of 8 mini loaves.
Bake for 20 minutes. Makes for easy sharing!

Enjoy!
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A Virginia Law So
Outdated, It Harms the
Group It’s Meant to
Protect

malpractice. We need to
change our laws to not
expose our youths to even
more risk in an already
overwhelming world.

HOSTS FREE TRAINING FOR
LOCAL CHIROPRACTORS
Last month, we were happy to welcome a group of local
entrepreneurs into the Ben Glass Training Center for a free lunch
and a training from Brian Glass on the personal injury claims
process. The lesson covered:
1 Why many people who have been in a crash can settle their own
personal injury case (and when hiring a lawyer will actually COST
them money)
2 The administrative “favor” that some chiropractors do for their clients
that can cause catastrophic damage to the case
3 How Plaintiff’s law firms evaluate cases vs. how insurance companies
evaluate cases
4 The one document a chiropractor should always ask for when
considering whether or not to reduce his bills at the end of a personal
injury case
The feedback was very positive, and we plan to do more trainings
in the future. Does your law firm train other professionals in the
community about the claims process? BenGlassLaw does!

This society has seen
so much change, and
one huge reason for
that is technology. Now,
mistakes are documented
and archived on social
media forever. It's a world
that us older Americans
simply don't understand.
We need to account for
these changes and avoid
the unmistakable flaws in
our laws.
What Can I Do?
Get involved. Reach out
to your local legislature
and let them know that
you support a change in
our laws. And if they
don't listen, make sure
that your friends and
family get involved too.
This needs to change,
and now.

Reminder About Our Firm’s Communication Policy
Our promise to you is that while we are working on your case, we don’t take inbound phone calls, faxes or
emails. Ben Glass takes no inbound unscheduled phone calls whatsoever. It makes him much more productive
and helps get your case resolved faster. You can always call the office at 703-544-7876, and schedule an
in-person or phone appointment, usually within 24-48 hours. This is a lot better than the endless game of “phone
tag” played by most businesses today. Remember, too, that email is “quick,” but is checked no more than twice
a day. Replies are then scheduled into the calendar. So if it’s really important, don’t email –call the office instead.
This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, ERISA disability, criminal law,
and small business issues. It is not intended to be legal advice. Every case is different. The information in this
newsletter may be freely copied and distributed as long as the newsletter is copied in its entirety.

3998 Fair Ridge Drive Suite 250
Fairfax, VA 22033
tel 703.991.2870 fax 703.783.0686
www.BenGlassLaw.com
To be removed from our mailing list, email
info@benglasslaw.com or call 800.224.1482
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What ar e th e benefits of
ou r VIP Program ? Visit
BenGla ssLawVIP.com
to fin d out!

FRESH EPISODES OF
The
Podcast!

LiveLifeBig

Ben Glass with Youth Soccer
Referee Andrew Smith
You heard it here first: Andrew will be in the top
ranks of the FIFA referees in the United States some day!
Andrew was kind enough to spend some time with us to talk about
refereeing in Northern Virginia and how to get more young people involved.

Ben and Andrew talk about toxic parents at youth games, dealing with mistakes, making decisions with
confidence, and the big referee shortage in the area.
Hear about how Andrew made $1500 in one weekend (seriously), and how other kids can get involved in youth
refereeing. This episode is one of a kind. Special thanks to Andrew and his parents for making this possible.

James Abrenio with Commonwealth’s Attorney Candidate Buta Biberaj
The LiveLifeBig Podcast is quickly becoming one of the most important stages in the county for aspiring
local politicians to spread their message. James and Buta cover a wide range of hot topics, from gun control

—continued on page 2

WHAT WOULD BEN SAY
Just how do you cut out the
noise? Man oh man, judging by the
front page of the newspaper these
days, it can be really depressing.
Let’s see: President threatened with
impeachment; President threatening civil
war; big fights about do we tax all of the
rich or just the ones trying to buy their
kids’ way into “prestigious” colleges?
Oh, and as I write this, the Redskins are
0-5, the coach has been fired, and they
are accelerating their path to irrelevancy.
The Nationals did reach the playoffs
but it’s been at least 50 years since I
could stand to watch an entire baseball
game. But hey! DC United has secured
a playoff spot, so that’s interesting.
Here’s my question for you: What is
the theory of your life?

Think about the question for a
moment. It suggests that you have
control. That you have reflected on
your purpose for being here and that
you are pursuing that purpose. I have
concise theory of mine:
I wake up every morning
determined to change the world by
persuading people to think rationally
in order to live their best lives, and
make as much money as I can while
preserving my autonomy.
Or, shorter:

conspiring against you. It tries to drive
FEAR into your heart that prevents
you from taking action to set your
own course.
Be positive.

Be inspiring.
Trust me. The outside world wants to
talk you into not pursuing your best life.
It tries to convince you that there are
forces more powerful than you that are

(If there is enough interest, I’d be happy
to do a short seminar or lunch and learn
on living a life of purpose in a chaotic
world. If interested, send an email to
ben@benglasslaw.com)

And Now We Make A Recommendation
If you run a business, and especially if you run a medical, financial or legal practice, you need to be up to date on
cybersecurity. It’s not just the major corporations that thieves are targeting. In fact, small business is THE target
because small business owners are so busy running their companies that they don’t think they have the time or
expertise to protect their data.
The reality is that there are many simple steps that you can
take to make the cyber thief move past your organization to
someone less protected.
Our “go to” guy on this is Bill Whelden, of RX-IT.com. Bill took
charge of all of the technology at BenGlassLaw before our move
to our new space a year ago and his company has been fantastic.
Recently, we had Bill Whelden of RX-IT in to brief our team on the current
ways that cyber-thieves are using to disrupt businesses and steal data. It’s
pretty scary what they are capable of these days, but there are many steps
a smart company can use to minimize the risk. You can reach out to Bill at
703-538-5533.

Got questions? Email Ben@BenGlassLaw.com
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Are You (Or Do You Know)

An Interesting Person?
Ben Glass Law hosts the Live Life Big Podcast, where our lawyers interview
some of the most interesting people in Northern Virginia. From politicians
to youth referees to “ageless” runners we want to ask people who are
leading lives of real purpose what it is that drives them. We are always
on the lookout for those who can inspire others, and we’d love it if you
would keep your eyes open for us! The Live Life Big Podcast is available
on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and more.

SMALL BUSINESS TIP

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS GROWING
First, if you are running a small business and are not taking advantage of our FREE monthly small biz luncheon, you are
missing a chance to learn from other small business entrepreneurs right here in Northern Virginia. This is not a “meet and
greet.” This group is for (1) celebration of what’s working, and (2) problem solving. And yes, it’s free. BenGlassLaw buys your
lunch. The meetings are held in our own training center. There is no other law firm in Virginia that is doing what we are
doing for local entrepreneurs and business owners.
As you go through business growth, it is often the case that
the people who work with you to get you to one level of
revenue are not the folks who can get you to the next level.
Firing people who are no longer right for your organization
is right for both you and them. Keeping someone around
past the time that they are the “right person sitting in the
right seat” in your business does a disservice to THEM

because it prevents them from more quickly moving on to a
place that would be perfect for them.
Replacing long-time employees is never fun, especially in a
small business, but it is a normal part of business. The pain
of the firing is minimal compared to the stress of retaining
someone for whom your place of business is not allowing
them to “live their best life.”
Photo credit: Jim Folliard, GearShift.

But now, on to my main message for this month:

Many in the BenGlassLaw world don’t know that I actually run
two businesses. In the second business, Great Legal Marketing, I
teach solo and small firm lawyers from around the world how to
build practices that serve their families, communities and clients.
Here I am teaching at our recent “Summit” held for three days in
Crystal City. According to a major report from the American Bar
Association in 2016, many lawyers live unhappy lives. We help
change that!

This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, medical malpractice, and small business issues.
It is not intended to be legal advice. Every case is different. The information in this insert may be freely copied and distributed
as long as the insert is copied in its entirety.

Got questions? Email Ben@BenGlassLaw.com
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